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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the interaction and impact of political disruptions on textile supply chain performance in Pakistan. A qualitative approach is adopted to explore the linkages and relationships between political disruptions and supply chain disruptions and performance. Semi-structured interviews were conducted at 25 different textile manufacturing firms. This study confirmed the prevalence of severe and variegated impacts of political disruptions on the textile supply chain. Supply chain disruption is found to be a key mediating factor that directly and indirectly affect supply chain performance through an increased production and delivery lead-time, transportation delays, interruptions of raw material supplies to plants and distributors and the restricted access to workplaces for suppliers and workers. The linkages are represented through vicious circles that illustrate the interactions and inter-relationships between disrupted supply chain and performance. This study provides empirical evidence to help government to formulate pertinent labour laws and industrial policy to mitigate political disruptions and minimise deleterious effects of supply chain disruption on production and distribution networks whilst respecting and protecting the democratic rights of people.
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1. Introduction

Supply chains are increasingly becoming global, complex and competitive to deal with the increased volatility, ubiquity and Just-in-time customer demand (Tang, 2011). Globalization also means increased vulnerability of supply chains to disruptive events including political disruptions and social disorder. Political disruptions are reflected in the form of riots and street demonstrations, military coup and revolution and politically motivated violence and terrorism (Alex and Jongman, 2005). Recent studies (Bashir et al., 2013; Butkiewicz and Yamikkaya, 2005; Fosu, 2003; Aisen and Veiga, 2013; Musa, 2012) have shown the negative impacts of political disruptions on supply chain performance, yet a deeper understanding of these relationships and interactions is still needed to provide clarity and transparency for effective policy making and governance.

An increased globalization and the consequent decentralization of production systems further necessitates an improvement in our understanding of these interwoven relationships between political disruptions and supply chains. In recent years, there have been a few attempts that have examined the impact of supply chain disruptions on supply chain performance (Wang et al., 2017; Gandhi et al., 2017; Dweekat et al., 2017). Yet, the political disruption and the resultant impacts on supply chain performance is insufficiently theorized and empirically validated. It is argued that the development of a stronger theoretical framework would unfold the nexus between political disruptions and supply chain
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performance to help transform organizational culture, attitude and tolerance, and inject agility to production system to adapt to increased demand volatility and uncertainty. Political instability, socio-institutional failures, national and international insecurity are the most crucial challenges for businesses to operate the textile industry in an efficient and sustainable way (Langley, 2011).

The textile industry is paramount to the success of Pakistan’s economic development (Khan and Khan, 2010). Pakistan has retained a significant share of world textile and clothing exports. Pakistan is the 8th largest exporter of textile products in Asia. This sector contributes 9.5% to the GDP and provides employment to about 15 million people or roughly 30% of the 49 million work force in the country (Tahir et al., 2014). In addition, Pakistan is the 4th largest producer of cotton with the third largest spinning capacity in Asia after China and India and contributes 5% to the global spinning capacity (TRIBUNE News, 2013).

Pakistan has a history of political disruptions (Khan and Saqib, 2011). These disruptions have significantly slowed down the economic growth and thwarted the future of democracy in Pakistan. The long-term effects of political disruptions include an exodus of skilled and trained workers to overseas labor markets and labor and skills shortages in critical industries. In addition, the textile industry faces huge shortages in the supply of raw materials, and constantly threatened by transportation bottlenecks and production disruptions (The Express TRIBUNE, 2004). This economic and political instability discourages international buyers intended to invest in Pakistan to explore new business opportunities in untapped markets. The urgency of this issue is also acknowledged by the World Bank, which reports that Pakistan has lost about 2.1 percent of the GDP during sit-ins organized by political parties (The World Bank, 2014). This paper therefore adopts a case study approach to explore the linkages and relationships between political disruptions and supply chain disruptions and performance in Pakistan.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the key studies in the field of supply chain management, followed by the methodology in Section 3. Section 4 presents the thematic analysis and synthesis of the results of the qualitative data gathered via semi-structured interviews. The paper concludes with a summary of findings and an outline of limitations of the methodology presented, along with suggestions for future research.

2. Literature review

Political disruptions are politically motivated activities, which are irregular, typically violent and directed against the governing regime or its policies (Kobrin, 1977). These events or activities are often outside of the bound of social expectations of a given society. Williams (2012) defines political disruption as “a situation in which conditions and mechanisms of governance and rule are challenged as to their political legitimacy by elements operating from outside the normal operations of the political system”. Different forms of political disruptions include political violence, terrorism, military coups, riot and street demonstration, revolution, assassination and guerrilla warfare (Bashir et al., 2013; Kobrin, 1977). The impacts of these politically driven disruptive events on the efficiency and performance of supply chains are severe and economically irreparable.

Pakistan’s political, institutional and democratic systems have been relatively unstable (DAWN, 2016) and slightly weakened in the post-independent era. Pakistan changed seven Prime Ministers from 1947 to 1958 (GEO news, 2016). This was partly due to the political system, which allowed the military to intervene in situation of political crisis (Jalal, 2014). According to the World Bank Cross-Country Data (2015), political stability in Pakistan has continually decreased during the years from 1998 to 2013 in figure 1. The graph in Figure 1 shows that, political stability has decreased from 1996 to 2002, improved after 2004 and declined in later years. This gradual decrease in political stability has had a considerable impact on Pakistan’s economy, social conditions and institutional culture. Political instability has created situations in which industries are neither able to improve their supply chain performance nor harness the growth potential in a globalized world economy (Nawaz, 2015). The composite manufacturing operations of the textile supply chain have made the textile industry more susceptible in the wake of the country’s political disruptions (Khan and Khan, 2010).

![Figure 1. Political stability from 1996 to 2013 in Pakistan (World Bank cross-country data 2015)](image-url)
In Pakistan, political, socio-institutional, and national and international security have become the most crucial challenge for the efficiency of textile supply chain (Langley Jr., 2012). Political violence, terrorism, military coups and street demonstrations are the major forms of political disruptions, which have significant effect on supply chain performance in Pakistan. Political violence and terrorism are not only responsible for human causalities but also a key factor for infrastructure disinvestment and withdrawal of FDI in Pakistan (Khan, 2014). Figure 2 shows the human causalities caused by terrorism from 2003 to 2015 in Pakistan.

Political violence is also one of the major reasons causing political instability in Pakistan. World Bank Cross-Country Data (2015) ranked Pakistan 7th most political violent country in the world in figure 3. Currently, Pakistan’s textile supply chain is more vulnerable to disruptions due to its supply chain complexity and unexpected consequences of political instability. Pakistan supply chain is ranked at the bottom 3, which how vulnerable it is to supply chain disruptions (BCI Company, 2015). Natural and manmade disasters are common in Pakistan, which affect the flow of products and information from farms to factories and then to demand nodes. Disruptions in the supply chain could occur in any node or link (Harvard Business Review, 2014) but their impact are often severe at decoupling points.

Textile supply chain in the globalized marketplace has become more complex than ever before. This increased complexity is attributed to globalization, outsourcing and spatial fragmentation of production or consumption systems. Arguably, global supply chains are becoming susceptible to unplanned and undesirable disruptions (Koprulu and Albayrakoglu, 2007). A supply chain disruption is “unplanned events that may occur in the supply chain which might affect the normal or expected flow of materials and components” (Svensson, 2002). A supply chain disruption is an event that could take place at any point in the supply chain with the capacity to disrupt the normal flow of goods and materials within a supply chain (Craighead et al., 2007; Melnyk et al., 2009).

Considering a supply chain as a network, a disruption can occur in any production node or distribution link of the chain. The source of disruption however could be located inside or outside the chain (Brenner, 2015; Schoenherr et al., 2008). An interruption in the expected flow of materials from suppliers is not simply due to a service failure but also resulted from a natural or human-made disaster or a political disruption within the region (Beamon, 1999). The impact of
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the disruption can be immediate or gradual on the wider supply chain (Blackhurst et al., 2005). Also, a disruption may have a long-term impact on supply chain efficiency and economic performance. For example, if a customer relationship or company reputation is damaged, the impact of disruption can be long lasting and hard to recover (Sheffi, 2005). The performance of a supply chain is generally analysed in terms of service quality levels (e.g. punctuality, the number of late orders; delivery lead time), financial aspects (e.g. profit or operational cost) or a combination of both (Beamon, 1999). These performance indicators are affected by both internal and external processes and systems, which can be politically driven. Furthermore, textile manufacturers are becoming more conscious of the impacts of supply chain disruptions in relation to a company’s reputation, earnings, profit values, image and ability to provide better returns to shareholders (Casey and Pasztor, 2007). The expected exposure of a supply chain to the potential risk of a disruption is measured by the possibility of the disruption and the impact of that disruption should it take place (Zsidisin et al., 2005).

Political disruptions are essentially a collective representation of resistance to the government regime and its rules, structures and policies that regulate, conduct and govern structure and institutional behavior. Political instability and unrest are equally vital in creating disruptions in production and distribution operations within a firm or across supply chains. For example, a labor strike is the collective resistance to the current management regimes, which dictate the appropriateness of working conditions, norms and guidelines for workers and production systems. Labor strike can cripple the production systems and exerts wider impact on the efficiency and effectiveness of supply chains. The reproduction of these rules and guidelines operating internally and externally requires a systematic implementation of change management. Civil resistance and demand for improvement through the process of collective bargaining or individual choice are the key sources of political disruptions. The political economy of the textile supply chains, which provides the basis for exploring the process of constant reproduction of rules, guidelines, and regulations is inadequately developed in the context of developing countries such as Pakistan. This study proposes a conceptual framework, which explores the complex and interwoven relationships between political disruption and supply chain disruption and the resultant impact on textile supply chain performance in Pakistan in figure 4. The relationship is theorized on the premise that there are direct and indirect impacts of political disruptions on supply chain performance.

The role and importance of political disruptions in the efficient management of supply chain are widely recognised (Aisen and Veiga, 2013; Awokuse and Gempesaw H, 2005; Fosu, 2003; Feng, 2001). Yet, there are only few studies (Lee and Lin, 2016; Lee, 2016; New Era Publication Corporation, 2015; Wilson and Barbat, 2015; Davarzani et al., 2015) that have explored the impact of political instability on supply chain. The lack of research in this area is attributed to the need to adopt interdisciplinary approach to develop a deeper understanding of the institutional structures and political processes that underpin the efficiency of production and distribution systems of the textile industry. There are hardly any empirical studies in supply chain management that explored the political aspects of supply chain performance. In addition, the political sensitivity of the subject, in the context of Pakistan in particular, also thwarted the effort to explore the political economy of production and operation management systems. This study aims to achieve this by linking internal production systems with the external political environment. This study therefore addresses the gap in the extant literature by framing complex questions that require connecting production and distribution systems with political processes and institutional structures.

![Figure 4. A conceptual framework for linking political disruptions with supply chain performance](image)

3. Research methodology

In this study, a qualitative approach was adopted to explore the linkages and relationships between political instability and supply chain disruptions and performance. Semi-structured interviews were conducted to collect data on the perception of political disruptions and their impact on supply chain performance. Semi-structured interviews allowed changing the question order according to the types of participants to differentiate the variegated perceptions of groups such as political interest groups or supply chain managers (Saunders and Lewis, 2011). At first, interview questions were developed on the basis of key questions to reflect the theoretical framework and adjusted to the gaps identified in previous studies (Lorentz and Hilmola, 2012; Hendricks and Singhal, 2012; Hopp et al., 2012; Musa, 2012). This method was adopted as it allows for minimal non-response and maintain the quality of collected data. Face-to-face interviews were organized to collect data from major textile organizations, supply chain service providers and local community groups in Pakistan. The participants were requested to share their opinions on a set of broad interview questions and elicit their views on the nexus between political disruptions and supply chain performance.
Questions were designed as open-endedly as possible so that participants could understand and respond accordingly. It was permissible to interview in the local language (i.e. Urdu) because some of participants might have difficulty expressing their opinions and viewpoints on the subject matter. The reason for allowing participants to use their local language was to capture their maximum response. All interviews were planned, and the participants asked to read through the questions before the interview commenced. All participants were briefed about the style and requirements of the interviews. Given the privacy and sensitiveness of the topic, few interviews were not recorded.

In this study, a purposeful sampling was used to collect the rich information to answer the research questions (Patton, 2002). Several criteria were employed to select the sample, including the respondent’s position, knowledge of the industry and the length of service within the industry. It was premised that participants’ strong organizational capabilities and their knowledge about textile supply chain industry would yield reliable and valid results. Various textile manufacturing organizations were contacted with the aim to attain sufficient sample to gather in-depth understanding of a range of issues related to political disruptions and supply chain performance. Twenty-five participants were interviewed. Ten participants were chosen from the textile industry, five from third party logistics providers, five from political groups, three from influence groups and two from community groups. All participants were of equal important and all viewpoints were considered.

4. Results and interpretation

The results and findings from the interview data are interpreted using the subjectively extracted broader themes, which reflect the relationships between political disruptions and supply chain performance. The key themes include: i) a multiple representation of political disruptions; ii) relationship between political disruptions with supply chain disruptions; and iii) and impact of political disruptions on supply chain performance. The results are then synthesized to provide a higher-order summary of the complex interactions and interdependencies of politically driven disruptive events on supply chain performance.

4.1 Compounded and cascading impacts of political disruptions

Political disruption is perceived differently by people. The views held by participants seem to have multiple perceptions and different interpretation of the meaning of political disruption. These variegated perceptions have significant effect on the way people view the impact of political disruptions on supply chain performance. The perceptions of interviewees indicate the growing complexity of political disruptions with constant change in the government. It was found that supply chains have become more vulnerable to disruptions due to the systemic problems associated with political instability in Pakistan. Political disruptions are considered as one of the main causes of supply chain disruptions, which directly or indirectly linked to labor strikes, raw material quality problems, transportation, production delay, delivery lead time delay and reduced supply chain performance. It is linked to the law and order situation which is highlighted by the Manager of a textile spinning manufacturer firm; "Political disruption we can say that the condition under which government fails to maintain law and order situation that impacts on our production and product delivery operations.” (AAH).

The textile industry is important to macro-economy in two respects: foreign exchange earnings and employment creation. In Pakistan, textile is one of the biggest sectors offering employment to almost 40 per cent to the industrial labor force and helps textile exporters to sustain 60 per cent share in the nationwide export (Pakistan & Gulf Economist, 2018). Textile garments manufacturers required the stable political environment to maintain and optimize their supply and demand as well as improve the ability to compete with other competitors. Most political disruptions in Pakistan emanating from the premature dismissals of governments, assassinations of party leaders, frequent government changes and martial laws. Such political conditions seriously harm the implementation or continuation of government policies. Political disruptions tend to mainly affect garment manufacturers because most of the garment products are manufactured for highly volatile and competitive European markets. A small change in the supply chain could lead to cascading effects of the entire supply chain. It is harder to mitigate supply risk in a global marketplace with multiple players willing to take on risk. Political stability is the key driver of economic growth and international trade. One textile exporter defined political disruption to include: “All actions or events against government regime or government policies…” (MT).

Political disruptions are not isolated events. They are part of the political processes and institutional structures within which they germinate and grow. Political disruptions however are linked to supply chain processes and are inseparable part of the production and distribution systems. Political disruptions are intertwined with supply chain disruptions which are “unplanned events that may occur in the supply chain which might affect the normal or expected flow of materials and components” (Svensson, 2002). A political disruption that could take place at one point in the chain can adversely affect the performance of one or more elements located elsewhere in the supply chain. It can affect the normal flow of goods and materials within a supply chain (Chui et al., 2007; Melynky et al., 2009).

Textile and apparel production are time-consuming, though with a high-profit margin (Thompson and Thompson, 2014). Pakistan is among the cheapest textile production countries and has the capacity to provide all kind of textile goods
from house wear to industrial clothing. The issues it faces in the efficiency and reliability of its supply chain network. However, it is becoming difficult for Pakistan to continue providing cheap textile products. Compared to regional competitors (i.e. China, India and Bangladesh), Pakistan faces different, and more serious problems like terrorism and political disruptions (Daily Times, 2014). Respondents raised concern on spending exorbitant amount of resources on the war against terrorism rather than on economic reconstruction and employment generation. It requires massive improvements to supply chain networks to reduce the chances of disruptions (Yusuf, 2014).

4.2 Production planning and execution

Production planning and execution are seen important to the efficiency of textile supply chain. Textile manufacturing typically consists of a series of interconnected value-added nodes. If any of the processes is delayed or disturbed, it affects the performance of the entire supply chain. Although, Pakistani textile manufacturers have started to use latest technology and computerized machines but there is still no proper production planning and systems put in place to mitigate the threats from political disruptions. Production planning is performed by staff who often have no formal training, yet they manage to attain senior positions based on years of experience. This is also due to the lack of workplace based training and professional development opportunities. Cost saving is found to be the key factor in recruiting training staff to undertake production planning and execution. This situation often leads to industrial action and labor strikes. Textile manufacturers are required to plan their production strategy and execute as per the order requirements. But in Pakistan, unstable political conditions make it harder to plan and execute within the schedule and at the projected cost. Change of government and the resultant prohibitive regulations is also affecting firms’ ability to improve production planning when the manager of a textile spinning manufacturing firm stated: “With frequent changes in government and their policies are hindering us to plan and prepare for further improvements in the manufacturing system. This includes installation of testing and quality control system that required government permission to import” (FBA).

Planning and execution are also important with growing competition while serving the international market. Manufacturers should plan and maintain their production by better planning, scheduling and goal settings. For this, they need to know what kind of problems they would confront if they are operating in disrupted political conditions. On the one hand, supply and demand uncertainty inflicted by the unstable political environment may reduce investment and the rate of textile business growth. On the other hand, ineffective planning and execution may lead to longer delivery lead time which reduces the ability of firms to compete in a globalized market. Political disruption is seen as a business risk when the interviewee of a garment manufacturer firm stated: “We consider political disruption as a high-risk factor while preparing for any new order or new product manufacturing because. Political disruptions are causing late delivery of raw material and also responsible of production delays due to labor shortages because of strikes and sit-ins.” (MH).

Stable political conditions are paramount to an effective production planning, scheduling and order-fulfillment. This link was less clearly known in the supply chain management literature. With unstable political conditions, textile manufacturers may face raw material shortages that may lead to production uncertainty.

4.3 Delivery lead time issues

Delivery lead-time issues as highlighted by interviewees are directly affected by externally led politically motivated disruptions of supply network. Textile supply chains are more vulnerable to disruptions when the lead time is longer. Delivery lead time starts with an order placement and the final delivery of products to the customer. The textile industry is more prone to longer delivery lead time because of longer and complex manufacturing processes, higher chances of production delay, raw materials procurement and frequent machine shutdown. This less resilient textile supply chain is easily affected by political disruption. This is attested by the Manager of a textile apparel manufacturing firm when it is stated: “Pakistan is having big problems in the political system and getting serious because of clashes between parties to get in power, and this situation affects us to maintain production operations. Production and on-time delivery based on the external political conditions and internal manufacturing planning.” (MK).

In today’s customer-centric market, manufacturers and retailers are expected to respond to shorter lead time by any possible way to fulfill Just-in-Time demand. One way to improve delivery lead is by improving the supply chain agility and to effectively manage potential disruptions in their supply chains. Majority of the participants are of the view that the delivery lead-time in the textile industry is shortened. The competitiveness of Pakistan as a global supplier of textile has drastically reduced due to production inflexibility and reliability of the distribution network. One Hosiery manufacturer expressed this view: “Delays in production is the main issue that we are facing at the moment due to governments non-serious behavior towards handling textile industry problems totally disappointing for us. Government fails to provide proper infrastructure for the export of textile goods from dry port to main port and from port to the world.” (UA).

Terrorist attacks, political violence, political strikes and transportation delays are causing longer delivery lead-time in Pakistan. Textile manufacturers require raw materials from different parts of the country to maintain and maximize production capacity, yet due to unstable political conditions, they are mostly unable to meet the expected delivery lead-time thresholds. Countries that are politically stable spend more resources to train staff to resist against external disruptions or changes enforced by non-state or non-political agencies (Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2014). Some active
Political stability is not only important for nation building and survival of any nation but also a key factor of industrial growth, economic development and supply chain performance. Pakistan is struggling to protect the political systems and sustain democracy in the post-colonial period. Wider impacts of political instability are attested by interviewees when they identify and establish the likely relationship between political disruptions and supply chain performance. The political protests by the opposition parties, unions, and the government are common mechanisms to exhibit power and authority. Long march, road blockage, businesses shut down and protest are commonly used tactics to draw attention and extend global reach. Consequently, supply networks for all kinds of textile manufacturing are negatively impacted. Textile manufacturers were out of workers and raw materials during this period of disruption, which is stated by a participant of a textile apparel manufacturer firms as: “Political disruption badly affects our supply chain network because strikes and political conflicts delaying our production as well as delivery of goods. These disruptions also effect on customer’s business activities in result they can move to other countries for their supplies” (MK).

Pakistan is surrounded by more stable political systems such as India and China, which provide more informed strategies and development plans for businesses to grow and compete in the global marketplace. A senior Manager of Pakistan Hosiery Manufacturers and Export Association expressed his disappointment with public service provisions by stating: “More than RS200 billion of the export rebate, sales tax refund etc. of the textile industry is stuck up with the government, and they are compelled to buy electricity and gas at rates most expensive compared to other countries in the region”.

Stability in a political system facilitates manufacturers to grow businesses, but unstable political system creates several business issues including a lack of investment, relocation of businesses to other countries, offshoring and huge economic losses. There are concerns reflected by many interviewees on failure of public services and the urgent need for government to revisit current economic development policies and introduce new strategic plans to improve law and order situation, provide security to business community and build infrastructure for businesses to access the international market. The detrimental impacts of political disruptions on supply chain performance are found to be incremental and severe as attested by the Mill manager of a textile spinning firm: “Terrorism, political strikes and targeted violence are causing the delays in supply chain operations. These events mostly caused huge loses to the manufacturers because of late delivery of ready-to-deliver goods.” (MM).

In Pakistan, the textile industry is vertically and horizontally integrated. Textile manufacturers require raw materials from different manufacturers who are located in different parts of Pakistan. For example, textile yarn manufacturers require cotton bales from ginning, and ginning mills are often geographically separated from spinning facilities. This spatial mismatch is subject to different levels of political disruptions, which vary across different provinces in Pakistan. One textile hosiery manufacturing industry interviewee reflected his view on operational challenges in operating in a geographically fragmented market to serve the international market. “We are manufacturing for international firms and disruptions in our operations can badly impact that’s the reason why we are concerned about supply chain performance.” (UA).

Finding of this study makes a compelling argument to develop supply chain mitigation strategies to tackle the challenges associated with political disruptions which are crippling Pakistan’s economy, weakening supply chains and reducing the competitiveness of the textile industry. Internal and external sources to the supply chain including natural disasters, transport failure, labor dispute, terrorism and political disruptions are all causes of supply chain disruptions. These events have created different levels of disruption in the supply chain along the entire spectrum from upstream to downstream stages.

4.5 A synthesis

The key findings are synthesized to frame a new model of vicious cycle to illustrate the interactions and interdependencies between political disruptions and supply chain performance. Political disruptions are either internally or externally driven. The external disruptions such as political violence, political strikes, corruptions, riots and street demonstrations, terrorism, political assassinations, energy crises and natural disasters. While the internal disruptions include labor union strikes, machine breakdown, employee and employer relation, production delay raw material quality and delivery. The impact of several disruptions in textile supply chain further categories into four different types according to their impacts on supply chain performance from low to high. These categories include: i) external to external, ii) external to internal, iii) internal to external, and iv) internal to internal.

The vicious cycle, as shown in figure 5, is drawn to illustrate the compounded impact of political disruptions on supply
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chain performance of Pakistan’s textile industry. For instance, political strike is a form of political disruption, initiating delays in transportation, leading to further delay in production, affecting on delivery lead-time and, resulting in poor supply chain performance. At this point, supply chain performance needs to be improved by breaking the cycle from vicious to virtuous. These convoluted relationships are identified by the supply chain manager of a spinning firm when he noted: “Most of the disruptions we are facing in daily operations directly or indirectly because of current political system such as delivery of raw material or even labor shortages are because of political gatherings or strikes resultant effects on the delivery lead time.” (FBA).

Figure 5. Vicious cycle of political disruptions and supply chain performance

This two-dimensional mapping of views and opinions of respondents reflect the latent patterns that capture the complex interactions between political disruptions and supply chain disruptions. Among them are those which emanate from the external environment but exert minimum effect on external operations yet having maximum impact on internal operations. For example, transportation disruptions occur because of street protests, which in turn cause raw material supply interruption. These interconnected disruptions increase the chance of compounded and cascading effect of supply chain performance. The impact of these disruptions is like be the ‘bull-whip effect’ whereby a small change in a system tends to have big impact on a large supply scale with national or global significance.

External supply chain disruptions have an impact on external as well as internal operations. Not only do these types of disruption completely thwart the external logistics operations and break-down of supply chain network; they also tend to have flow-on effects on internal production operations. One textile hosiery mill manager expressed this view by stating: "Textile production operations rely on external supply chain activities. Raw material supply, labor movement and the transportation of finished goods may be disturbed because of external supply chain disruptions. These disruptions affect production operations for a long time after the delay in the supply of raw materials and the delivery of finished goods has been resolved.” (UA).

The impact of internal disruptions (from inside the production unit) on external supply chain operations is relatively less severe (Chiang et al., 2012). That is, if one production facility shuts down or ceases operations, then the buyer begins to search for opportunity to move on to the next production facility to sustain its supply operations. Textile manufacturing operations are complex and highly dependent on the effectiveness of inter-firm collaboration and supply coordination. Textile product manufacturing involves the use of multiple machines e.g. the spinning process alone involves blow room processing, carding, drafting, warping, and the use of spinning frames, winding, and packaging. There is a high possibility that interruptions may occur during the production process, considering the material handling by the workers. Material handling requires certain skills to upload and install materials from one machine to next. Mishandling affects the production process. Politically motivated disruptions in one of these functions influence the entire production cycle. As one textile spinning mill manager noted: "Disruptions are unexpected events in textile industries. Because of these, production performance is reduced and there are more likely to be defects in the final product. Internal textile operations
are complicated because every process relies on the previous one. These processes are all part of a chain. A stoppage or delay in one process will affect the whole chain.” (MM).

Unexpected disruptions in production operations create serious challenges for manufacturers. Machine break-down, building fires, and labor strikes are the most common internal disruptions, which can delay or cease internal production operations. Some of these are politically motivated or are related to industrial disputes. Textile production disruptions that impact directly on the internal supply chain also impact indirectly on external supply chain performance. A production disruption leads to several other internal production problems; these include long-delivery lead time, order cancelation, and risk to the retailer’s business.

Internal textile production operations are relatively more vulnerable to disruptions due to complicated production operations and functional interdependencies. Defects in relation to machine settings, machine maintenance, raw material conditioning and raw material delivery from one machine to another create common disruptions causing the production delays. These labor-intensive functions are highly vulnerable to disruptions that emerge from industrial disputes or labor politics. Textile supply chain managers are not only responsible for managing supply chain but also the disruptions related to the deployment of labor. With reference to the effects of internal disruptions on external supply chain operations, one dyeing and processing mill manager highlighted the seriousness of this issue by stating: “The textile internal environment is extremely vulnerable to disruptions due to its complicated production operations. These operations are linked to each other, and disruption in one part of the production process will impact on the entire operations. Internal disruptions are more costly for the textile dyeing due to the use of extensive quality chemicals.” (US).

Internal textile production operations are important for gaining trust of customers and uplifting confidence in market. Timely delivery is critical to this trust and to the reliability of supply chain. Disruptions increase delivery lead-time that will, in turn, affect the supply chain performance of the textile organization. New markets in a globalized marketplace can be tapped if supply chain performs at a high standard with higher level of reliability and certainty.

The interpretation of the interview data indicates that external political disruptions have a much wider impact on external supply chain operations than they do on internal processes within the textile organization. These disruptions can slow down or in some cases cease external supply chain operations such as procurement of materials and distribution of finished goods to markets. The most common forms of external supply chain disruptions are political strikes, political violence, terrorism and social disorder. Political disorders increase the chance of civil disobedience and security risks for both manufacturers and supply chain operators. Such risks further increase the chances of supply chain disruptions, leading to financial losses for manufacturers and reduced supply chain performance. External disruptions, as shown in Figure 5, tend to have intense impact on both internal and external supply chain operations. But their impact on external operations is more pronounced. This is partly because the firms have less control over external factors; while internal process are easy to control and manage. For example, reliable and secured supply of raw materials are essential to perform production operations, but they are highly vulnerable to external perturbations.

There is evidence that suggests internal textile operational disruptions are the result of mishandling of operational issues by the management. For example, ineffective production scheduling causes production planning failures, poor production performance, and increased supply risk. Anachronistic technology and machine breakdowns are common ground for health and safety of workers, which in turn could lead to industrial action. Internal operational disruptions might not necessarily stop external supply chain operations, but they can certainly make it less efficient. Customers in the globalized marketplace have the choice to procure goods from other manufacturers to fulfill their requirements to operate production systems. Disruptions caused by internal processes are recognized by the interviewee from a Union Leader when he expressed his view: “Internal textile supply chain operations are more complicated, but easy to manage. All these operations involve workers and managers responsible for their allocated roles or jobs. The impact of internal disruptions on the internal environment is greater than the impact of internal disruptions on external supply chain operations. Internally, production operations can become disturbed due to technological failure, human-made mistakes, or raw material moisture issues. All of these problems can reduce our production efficiency.” (HM).

Furthermore, internal operational disruptions have a direct and significant impact on the external environment when customers rely on one supplier and unwilling or unable to source a different supplier. In the globalized economy, textile customers require products that are tailored to customer demand; this should take into account the specific raw materials requirements, designs, and color combination. Within the external environment, it is difficult to satisfy a customer’s demand in case of (primary) supply failure or an occurrence of an unexpected disruption. Consequently, the management of internal production operations is important for reducing the likelihood of disruptions. Interviewees also highlighted that the majority of textile manufacturing firms have established hard and soft systems to manage unexpected internal disruptions; these include proper machine overhauling, production scheduling adjustment and training of labor force. Such systems help mitigate the impact of potential disruptions in their production operations and distribution networks.

External textile supply chain operations rely on agents who are outside the direct influence of textile manufacturers. These agents are independent third parties who provide services to manufacturers and retailers. They are responsible for all kinds of external supply chain operations, from raw materials procurement to delivering of finished goods. Interviewees recognized that there are only a few textile organizations that have their own supply chain service providers in Pakistan. Others have limited capabilities to vertically integrate their supply chain. Most of them are small to medium-sized organizations, which are relatively more vulnerable to political disruptions. These firms are therefore at a greater
risk of experiencing disruptions because of a labor strike, a change in the political regime, terrorism, natural disasters, conflicts between different ethnic groups, system failure such as planned and unplanned load shedding, fire incidents (arsons and accidents), malfunctions of information technology, and oil crises. Internal supply chain disruptions occur despite the controlled production environment. These disruptions are both the causes and consequences as they are intertwined with internal and external forces such as machine breakdown, import or export restrictions (sanctions), delivery delays, transport failure, increasing customs duties and tariffs, an abrupt change in customer demand, market failure (increasing raw material prices, labor shortages), and inventory disruptions. However, both types of disruptions have a combined and individual impact on supply chain operations. In many cases, as argued by respondents, it is difficult to detect the source of a disruption, which may be located inside or outside the supply chain systems. The interpretation of interview data shows that textile supply chain operations are becoming more complex and vulnerable to disruptions; this is on account of shorter textile product fashion cycles. Textile production consists of interconnected processes, which involve different tasks to complete a production cycle.

The findings of this study provide empirical evidence to support the argument that political disruptions are directly and indirectly impacting on supply chain performance. The impact of political disruptions varies across different parts of supply chain and these impacts are interwoven with internal and external processes and institutional structures. These political disruptions have interrupted the material flows, disrupted the production operations and caused production delays. A stable, predictable political regime and an effective regulatory environment are demanded by the textile industry in Pakistan to enhance their ability to compete against other competitors in the international markets through building business strategies and convivial regulatory environment to support businesses and improve supply chain performance.

5. Conclusion

This paper has explored the complex and intertwined relationships between political disruptions and supply chain performance in Pakistan. The findings suggest that political disruptions often do not directly impact on supply chain performance. However, their impact is mediated through supply chain disruptions. The impacts, however, are wider, complex and convoluted. Political disruptions, regardless of its size and scale, tend to cause large scale supply chains disruptions with long-term impacts. This might suggest the impact like a ‘bull-whip effect’, which cascades down from the initial ginning stage, through to garments/apparel manufacturing and through to distribution of textile to end customers. The complexity of this relationships is illustrated by a vicious circle that connects different disruption nodes across the textile supply chain. Political disruptions are therefore more likely to cause ripple effects in the supply chain whereby coordination and collaboration such as longer lead-time, production delay, rescheduling, transportation delays, and facility production shutdown are severely affected.
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